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THEORETICAL S1’ABILmY AND CONTROL CHARACTERISTICS OF WINGS WITH
VARIOUS AiilO~TTS OF TAPER AND TWIST

By HENRY A. F3zmaoN and ROBERT T. Joins

SUMMARY

Stability deriratires hare been computed fur twisted
m“ngs of di.ferent plan forms that include vam”ationgin
both the wing taper and the aspect ratio. Taper ratios
of 1.0, OJO, and 0.I?6 are considered for each of three
aspect ratios: 6, 10, and 16. The specijic dmkaticee jor
which results are ~“wn are the rolling-moment and the
yawing-moment deriratiree m“th respect to (a) rolling

celm”ty, (b) yawing wlocity, and (c) angle of side&p.
These results are ficen in such a form that the effect oj
any initial ~nnnetm”cal wing twist (such. as may be
produced by $apa) on the deriratires may easily be taken
into account.

In addition to the stability deriratires, results are
included for determining the theoretical rolling moment
due to aileron dejktion and a series of in$uence ha is
gicen by which the Lnr.&ngacross the span may be de-
termined for any angle-ofdtack distribution that may
occur on the mungplunforms considered. The report al~o
includes incidental references to the application of the
results.

INTRODUCTION

Although a formal theory for the dynamics of air-
plane motions has been avaihible for many years, air-
plane designers have not been in a position to utilize
this theory to its fullest advantage on account of Iack
of knowledge of the basic phyaicaI quantities invol-red.
It is true that the physical quantities, or stability
derivatiws, have been de&mined by teat or c&ula-
tion in a number of instancwi, but there exists no sys-
tematic series or correlation of teats sufficient to guide
the designer in the prediction of these factors.

As is weIl known, the OaIculations involved in aero-
dynamic wing theory haye been developed and refined
to such an extent that it is possible to predict quite accu-
rately the air moments and forces on the isolated wing
at a fixed speed and incidence. Since se-red of the
airplane lateral-st,abiLity derivatives depend almost
entirely on the aerodpamic characteristics of the vcing
and since it would be desirable in any case to knovv the
separate effects of variation of vcing form on stability,
it was thought worth vdde to e&md the calculations
to the dekmmirmtion of the moments developed by the
wings when the airplane is disturbed from steady f7ight.

This report gives theoretical st.abiIity derivatives for
a -rariety of wing shapes inchling nine diflerent plan
forms and co-iering, in most cases, an arbitrary distri-
bution of twist.

Past work on the stability characteristic of wings has,
except in isolated cases, been confined to analysis by the
“strip method,” wherein the effects of aerodpamic in-
duction were neglected. The main effects of the induc-
tion are included in the present computations, although
the secondary influence of distortion or curvature of the
wake is neglected.

DEFINITIONS

The sses used in specifying moments, angular =mloci-
ties, etc., am fied in the wing and therefore move rela-
tively to the air and to the earth. The X axis passes
through the wing aercdpamic center in the plane of
symmetry and is so chosen as to point directIy into the
Iine of the relative wind when the wing is moving stead-
ily. Otherwise the axes form an orthogonN system as
shown in the back cover of the report.

The derivatives that may be obtained emable an esti-
mate to be made of the variation of both rcdhng moment
and yawing moment with (1) rolling veloeity, (2) yaw-
ing =wJoeity, and (3) sideslip angle. These factors, des-
ignated by Crp, C=,, etc., me to be used in the following
general formulas to det+mnine the wing rolling and yaw-
irg moment in combined rolling, yawing, and sidealip-
ping motion:

Subscripts

ii-=c4w(a+c’~’ “)
i&=~%(2%)+ C“(:v)+w

(2)

p and r are used to designate the partial
deri-ratives ;f the well-knovm wing ro~ting-moment and
yawing-moment codlkiente, Cl and C=, with respect to
instantaneous ding and yawing angular velocities (ex-
pressed as hek angl-) and 19is used to designate the .-
partiaI derivatives of these coefficients with respect to
instantaneous aidedip angles. In this manner the no- ___
tation is considerab~y shortened from the usual more

(J = (2T7)

cumbersome expressions bCJ~ ~ , W/b * , etc.

Expressing the rolling and yawing momenta as the sums .
451
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of partial linear factors is considered valid for motions
that are slow relative to the flight speed V and for small
displacements, such as occur in ordinary unstdled
maneuvers and such as are considered in the study of
stability.

cc,angle between the zero-lift direction of the wing
section and the rIir velocity at infinity, radians.

6, pfimmeter defining spanwiee position, y= –$ cos 8

( )
when 0=0, y= —$;- 8=7, y=: .

.
CO,Cz, (?4, cocflkients of cosine series expressing

wing plan form.
C,, rding-moment coefficient.-
0,, yawing-moment coefficient.
p, anguIar velocity in roll, radians per sec.
~, anagular velocity in yaw, radians per sec.

V, flight velocity of wing along X, f. p.s.
13,angle. of aideslip, radians.
8, aileron deflection, radians.

d,,, mt~ of change of rolhg-momen~oefficieut 01

with the helix angle @/2V.
C,P, rate of change of yawing-moment coetticlent Cm

with the helix angle pb/2 ~7.
Cl,, rate of change of ro~ng-mome~t coeffici~t G

with the helk angle rb/2V.
C.,, rate of change of yawing-moment coefficient Cm

with the helix angle rb/2T’.
C?@,rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient Cl

with sideslip rmgle ~.
C,fl, rate of chrmge of yawing-moment coeffici~t C,

with sideelip angle B.
C14,rate of change of rolling-moment coefficient CZ

with aileron angle &
C,B, rate of chrmge of ynwing-moment- coefficient C.

with nileron angle ti.
L, total wing rolling moment, ft.-lb.
N, totrd wing yawing moment, ft.-lb.
q, dynnmic pressure, lb. per sq. ft.
S, -wing area, sq. ft.
c, chord length at tiny section, ft.

c,, chord length tit plane of symmetry, ft.
mo, section slope of the lift curve, per radian.

b, wing span, ft.
A., wing aspect ratio, F/JS.

A., B,, Cti, coefficients of Fourier series. (See
reference 2.)

c~,section lift coefficient, section lif t/@y.
CL, wing lift coefficient, wing lift/@.
c~O,section profile-drag coefficient.
cd{,sec tiOn induced-drag Co&cient.

Cm, wing profde+ag coefficient.
~, taper Mio: i. e., ratio of the fictitious tip chord,

obtained by extending the wing hmding and
trding edges to the tip, to the root chord.

I’, dihedrrd nngle, radinns.

CONDITIONS RELATING TO THE COMPUTATIONS

PLAN FOEMS

The pnrticuhw chord distributions for which the cmn-
putat.ions were made are illustrated in figure 1, Tnldo
I gives the coefficients of the cosine series used to express
these chord distributions in terms of L9. A1tilough tho
quarter-chord Hne is showu to Lmstraight, it is ptmnis-
eible to apply the results to wings with similar chord
distributions but with the different plrm forms that

i
Line of qum+er-chdpoinfs

1

I&.--+
1=

.—-----..- —-—-—%
–––––.25

——=—.-==ae—
---~.-

(b)
----._. —--

. ------ >==--.—. —
: ------

t —---

(a) A-6.
(b) A=1O.
(o) A= 10.

FIGUREl.-Wlng plm formsconsidered,

may be obtained by smedl idterntiona of the simpo of
the quarter-chord line. The computations wero rondo
for three aspect ratios, 6, 10, nnd 16, and for thrco taper
ratios, 1.00, 0.50, and 0.25. The. wing phm forms used
only approximate e those of linearly tapered wings with
rounded tips.

LIFT DISTRIBUTIO?W

Rolling, yawing, and sideslipping motions introduce
viny@ resolutions of the relative-wind velocity over
the wing. It is evident that these variations can, to a
certnin est ent, be replaced by n fictitious warp or twist
of the wiug in straight flight. The procwhum followccl
here is to cnlculate. tho sprmwim lift and drag distribu-
tions for the fictitious twist (iOe., that replaci[lg tho
effect of motion) in the ordinary wny, but to inc]ino tho
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~he values of Cnr m2 given in figures .12 cmd 13

have been found to %e irt error because of the ormission
zf a tern in th’e exparis ion of the formula f or the yawing
tierivaiive due to yawing. ?he correct values for these
figures, which have been supplied hy LMkL, nay he obtained
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lift and drag components so as to maintain them along
the perpendicular and the paralIel to the actual 10CS.I
rdative-wind veloci~. A further refinement of the
theory would involve the iniluence of the curvature of
the wing wake. Since the helix angks involved in the
motions are small @/2 V<0.l and rb/2 V<O.1) and
since that region of the wake nearest the wing is of
predominant influence, this correction may be neglected.

Inasmuch aa the various stability derivatives thus
depend upon a summation of appropriate components
of the lift and the drag loading along the span, it was
necessary to determine these distributions for each of
tho wings with several different angle-of-a,ttack clistri-
butions. For this purpose the Lotz method of calcula-
tion (references 1 and 2) -was used. In order to keep
the computations from becoming too lengthy, the chord-
distribution function that occurs in this method was
expressed by, at most, three terms of a cosine series (ss
in table 1). Although this expression caused the chord
distributions of the actual wings (fig. 1) to differ elightiy
flom those for linearly tapered wings with rounded tips,
such a procedure was justified because these slight de-
partures in plan form had only a small effect on the
characteristics but permitted a large saving in the com-
putations required. Thus only the terms near the
diagonal running through equations (19) of reference 2
entered into the computations. As the various deriva-
tives for the elliptical wing could be obtained relatively
easily, they were sometimes computed in order to deter-
mine the shape of the various derivative curves; it was
therefore possible to use fewer points in fairing similar
curves for the tapered wings.

The wing theory was applied in a specittl way so m
to obtain remdts applicable to any arbitrary twist of
the wings. The theoretical span loading being a @ar
function of the angle-of-attack distribution, the loading
due to arbitrary twist can be built up, as wiIl be indi-
cated later, from certain elementary loadings by super-
position. The elementary loadinge considered were
those caused by simple unit jumps of angle of attack
occurring at different points of the span.

For each of the nine tapered wings, the first 20
Fourier coefficients doterminin g the load distributions
were computed (10 odd and IO even) for the cases of
unit anghs of attack extending inward from the wing
tip and covering various amounts of the semispan.
The rest of the wing was in each case assumed to be at
zero angle of attack. The portions thus covered were
0.25, 0.50, 0.76, and 1.00 of th semispan,

In spite of the great number of harmonic terms re-
tained, the conditions near the points of discontinuity
in the angle of attack required special treatment. The
problem of these end conditions has been solved by
Betz and Petersohn (reference 3) and their results were
utilized in fairing the load curves through this region.
Figure 2 shows the elementary loadings that were cal-
culated, inchding the modified fairing. The results
pertain specifically to the chord distributions ilhstrated

in figure 1 but interpolation might be mado for inter-
mediate plan forms.

It is evident that any anglo-of-at,tack distribution,
symmetrical or unsymmetrical, may be built up of
elemental steps of the type used in deriving figure 2.

Figure 3 illustrates the procedure of finding the resultant
load distribution. Thus, the loading contributed by
element 10 of figure 3 (a) is obtained by deducting tho
load curve due to an increment of angle of attack cxtcml-
ing between B and C from that due to itn increment
&+snding between A and C. Although this process
could be continued until the load distribution w-as com-
pletely determined, the same results can be moro easily
obtained from infiuence lines, which give tho load at a
particular spanwise station due to tha eflcct of unit
mgh+of-attack changes extending inward various

A

(a)
:

I

(a) Ar@eof9ttnoidfstribnt!on.
Or)Imd distributionforelornent(IO).

FIcmrQE9.—Lendcompmerm foran olornont.

mounts from the right wing tip. Such influcnco lines
are given in figures 4, 5, and 6 for eight cvcnIy spnccd
points across the wing semispan. Each ho was ob-

h.ined by crcms-plott ing the values of
Clcfca
~ at tho intcr-

]ectione of the loading curves of figure 2 with vdicnl

ties drawn at the particulrtr stations. (For oxamplc,
tie points of intersection of line Z—Z, fig. 2 (b), with
~]le various curves represent the load induced at the
1.25-semispan point by uniform angle-of-attack incrc-
nents that extend in varying rtnmunta from the wing
;ip. These intersections identify the corresponding
mrves of figs. 4 to (3.)

In order to illustrate the use of the influence lines in
Ieterminin g the lift distribution as we~ as to show [ho
iegree of accuracy with which they may be Uscdj the

nfluencc lines will be applied to predict tho loading for
~ tapered wing (k= 0.25, A= 6) corresponding to the
angle-of-attack distribution shown in figure 7 (a),
The particular angle-of-attack distribution used is
defined by the equation

(3)
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This particuhw distribution is employed because it is
possible thereby to compute exactly the corresponding
theoretical distribution as a check, without the usual
approximations of a Fourier series. The foIlowing pro-
cedure illustrates the use of the influence lines to deter-
mine the lift at the 0.75 -semispan point due to this dis-
tribution of twist: (1) The influence curve labeled
0.75 in figure 4 (c) is reproduced beneath the angle dis-

‘m
-.I

(c) $1@ Megrui’ed oreo(O.75,)= 4.35
-.2Q n

\
* (o) = -5.50

FIOUEE7.-lMe.rmhutIon ofIfftWrfbutIon.

tribution to the same spanwiee scale; (2) a base Iine
with a range from a~~z_ to amuM.is laid out as in figure
7 (c) with the origin of the .ordinatee at a equal to zero;
(3) the effect of any length of elemental rmgkwf-attack
change, da, in figure 7 (a) is found by projecting the
length of the element onto figure 7 (b) and plotting the
increments (AI) and (Az+Aa’) at the angles of attack

for which these elements are drawn, as in figure 7 (c).
Because a negative angle would induce a negativo lorId
at the point in question, Al is plotted as a ncgatlvo
value. This process is continued from amt,_ to aM..K
and the resulting curve (fig. 7 (c)) is integrtited to obtnin
the total effect at 0.75, which is then plottcd in figure
7 (d). The load distribution over tho entire spnn is
obtained by repeating the same proccdum fur a number
of points along the span.

With the lift loading thus determined, tho inclucocl-
drag distribution may be found by a simplo opera{ ion,
namely

(4)

F~re 7 (d) gives the compmison of tho load-
distribution curve obt ~inecl from tho intlucncc lines
with that computed directly by tho wing theory using
equation (3). Although the agreement is not precise,
it must be remembered that the solicl curve represents
a WS6”where no seriss approxirnntion wns ncccssnry;
hence -it mny be concluded t.hnt tho influenco-lino
method of determining the lift distribution is M nc-
curate as any other for practical purposes.

Mlde from other possible npplicntione, tho lend &-
tribution maybe used to determine the stability dcriva-
tive9 for certain cases not specifically covered by the cd-
culations. In tho subsequent charts, it is aomctimcs
nece9sa~ to stipulate either that the initinl mlglo-of-
attac~ distribution I.m symmetrical about thc wing
center line or that the dihedrnl angle be castnn~ dmg
the span. With a knowledge of the complcto Iond
distribution, however, values of the deriwttivcs or their
respective moments might be found for part iculnr cases
where the charts do not apply.

STABILIT1’ DER1vAT1\rES

Alt~ough it is possible, in the gencraI cnsc, to obttiin
the stabd.ity derivatives from the lift distribution, such
a procedure will not usually be ncccssnry lxxauso the
charts to be presented cover all crises likely to be of
interest, The results me prcseuted in such &form that
the effect of flaps on the deriwttivos mny cnsily be
determined.

ROLLING MOhfllNT DUE TO ROLLING

The first derivative considered is the roiling moment
due to rolling. I: unstallcd flight, whcu the wing rolls
about the Iongitudmal wind axis, a dnmping or restoring
momant is set up. This moment L,.,1~,, varies directly
with the nnguhw velocity p and is defined by tho
equation

(5)

where the product Clp ~V is simply a rolling-moment

coefficient that varies linearly with the angulfir velocity.
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The computed variation of the derivative CIP with

aspect ratio and taper is given in figure % k the usual
lift range below the staIl, this derivative may be con-
sidered to be independent of either initial wing twist or
angle of attack and of the wing dihedrd In conven-
tional cases, practically the entire damping moment for
the airplane may be attributed to the winga. It can be
seen that the moment contributed by a tail surface,
geometrically similar to the wing but with only one-
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0
6 8 10 /2 J4 16

fourth the span, would be %6 of that contributed by
the wing, inasmuch as L,olliw for a given angdar ~e-
Iocity varies as the fourth power of a linear dimension.

Reducing the aspect ratio or increasing the ta~er
tends to reduce the derivative C%, aS may be =en from

the curwa given in figure 8. Comparison of the pres-
ent values of C% with simildy derived TAMS given in

reference 4 indicates that the effect of rounding the
wing tips is to reduce the theoretical restoring moment
by about 6 percent for wings of aspect ratio 6.

YAWLNG?rf031ZNT DUE TO BOILING

During a rolling motion, the wing experiences a linear
antisymmetrical change in angle of attack akmg the
span and, as a result, antiaycmetrical loadings are
added to those that originally were on the wing. The
resulting yawing moment is due to components of the
lift as well as to the drag along the span, the lift com-

ponents being the more important. l’i5th the specifkd
system of axes, positive rolling produces a negative
yawing moment or, for any case, with positive lift coef-
ficients the falling wing tends ta advance owing to the ------
predominating infhmce of the lift vectors.

The yatig moment due to rolling, unlike the rolling ..———
moment due to rolling, depends upon both the initial .
wing twist and the angle of attack. For untwisted
figs, however, the yawing moment is zero at zero Lift
and increases linearly with the -wing lift coefficient.
For a tvzkted wing, the yawirg moment due to rolling,
although varying linearly with the over-alI lift mef6-
cient, is not necasaarily zero vihen CL is zero but may
have either a snd positive or a smalI negative vrdue
depending upon the initial angleaf-attack distribution.
Owing to this circumstance, it is most cmwenient to
express the derivative C.P as a ratio in terms of unit
partial-span angle-of-attack changes.

Figure 9 shows the computed niriation of the ratio
C%/a for unit symmetrical angle-of-attack chang= that
extend out from the wing center so as to cover various
amounts of the wing span. Thus, if it is desired to
determine Cnp for an untwisted rectangular wing of
aspect ratio 6 at an angle of attack of 0.1 radian, the
value 0.195 (for an angle of attack of 1 radian), read
from the solid line of figure 9 (a) at the relati~e dis-
tance of 1.0, is multiplied by 0.1 to give a value of
c., equal to 0.0195. If, now, a half-pan flap of ccm-
stant chord ratio were displaced an amount sufficient
to cause an additional change in angle equaI to 0.1
radian over the portion with flaps, the new ~alue of
C% would be

(O.l X0.195)+(0.1X0.134) =0.0329 ‘

This value of (?% is then inserted into the equation ‘

@
Nrmw= c%2v& (6)

to determine the yawing moment due to a rolling
angular velocity.

Although the curves given in @me 9 can be directly
used to determine the effeot on C=~of deflecting partial-
span flaps of constant flap-chord ratio, they are also
readiIy adapted to the determination of C,P for a wing

with any initial twist provided that the twist distribu-
tion is symmetrical about the wing center line. The
process is illustrated in the folIovring example where it
is desired to find the value of Onr for a rounded-tip
rectangular wing of aspect ratio 6 viith the symmetrical
angle-of-at tack distribution shown in figure 10 (a].
The contribution of the element of angle of attack da, —
shown at the point a= 0.15 radian, to the total value
of the wing C,r is equi-ndent to that caused by a full-
span elementaI flap minus the contribution of the
cross-hatched portions. The contribution of this

c

JO
element da is denoted b ~ a and may be obtained
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by projecting the various smal.I flap portions onto the
appropriate CflP/a curve (taken from fig. 9) as in figure

10 (b), and adding the increments Al and Az. The
sum of these increments is then pIotted in tlgurc 10 (c)
at the value of a for which the element is chwwn. Tho
value of C=z for the complete wing is obttiincd by pcr-
fmming the integration

‘,,=1””’+(%9’”(7)
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These curses apply to wings with symmetrical twist
md it is necessary to consider only half tho wing, tho
factor 2 being included in the curves. T11o ovtilual ion
in the case of figure 10 (c) yields 0.0391.
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The curves of @rre 9 indicate that, for a given
ang~e-of-attacli distribution, there is relatively little
change in the ~alue of Csr viith the taper ratios investi-
gated. Changes in taper ratio did, however, have an
appreciable effect on the value of C% (fig. 8] with the
result that the ratio of the yawing to the rding moment
in roll wiII, in general, increase with increase in taper.

Inasmuch as the inclination of the lift vectors at the
outer portions of the span has such a predominating
effect on the yawing moment, the most effective means
of reducing C% for a given wing lift coefficient is to
give the wings washout toward the tips.

The yawing moment due to rolling is, in con-rentional
designs, largely due to the wings. The tail surfaces
contribute very litt.Ie to this moment both because of

approximations in deriving the necessary equatiops for
the determination of the ~avcing derivatiws. When
these appro.xinmtions are used and the velocity aIong
the span is expressed as a ~ariable, the new dowmvash
equation becomes

~(cf)1+2+,COSe – (cd=1( ) 1

rbtio
T’

J

niF-
‘=Fb ~ , Cos 9— Cos 00

do (8]

The system of sindtaneous equations derived for the
approximate solution of this integral equation is

ZCti cos M? XA. sin fie+~XnA= sin ntl

-E* :Z (AM-–cL+J fi n8=~Bmsin nfl= ~ SiU~ (9)
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their short span and because of the d angles of
attack relative to the wing.

ROLLING MOMEST DUE TO YAWIXG

During a yawing motion, increments of veIocity are
added along the forward-moving half of the wing and
SimiIar increments are deducted along the rearward-
moving haIf. The difference in velocity of the two
haIves causes a rolling moment which, for an untwisted
wing, ~aries directly with the initial angle of attack as
well as with the anguIar velocity. The ~elocity incr~
ments vary linear~y with the distance from the wing
center line and are small relative to the flight speed;
it is therefore permissible to make certain mathematical

in contrast to the system given by equation (18) of
reference 2.

By means of equation (9), Fourier coefficients were
computed for the nine tapered wings with two different
initial anghof-at tack distributions: (1) a distribution
due to a unit angle of attack extending over the whole
span, and (2) a unit argle of attack at the wing center
co-wring half the span. In order to obtain the correct
fairing of the final curves of f@re 11, simiIar results
vmre camputed for elliptical wings with six angle-of-
attack distributions co-rering O M % %, %, and all ofY.J*7
the wing span.

As was the case viith the derimitire CXP,it is most
conwnient to give the derivative of rolling moment

-. J -
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due to yawing Cl, as a ratio in terms of a partial-span
unit angle of attack. The values of Cl, may be ob-
tained from figure 11 and are to be inserted into the
equation

&mti,=C&@b (lo)

By the process described in the previous section, values
of Cl, may be obtained for wings with any initial twist
distribution that is symmetrical ab’out the center Iine.
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The curves of figure 11 fall in the order that would
be expected for the various taper ratios, i. e., the
moment for an untwisted tapered” wing would be ex-
pected to be less than that for a rectangular wing of the
same span and area because the tapered wings have a
smaller proportion of the \@g area at the tip. On
account of the induced velocities along the span, &e
reduction, for the tapered wings, is not so great as
would be obtained by an applicMion of the ordinmy
strip theory.

The direction of the moment is such that, with the
system of axes used, a positive rolling moment generally

resdts from a positive yawing velocity when the wing
is giving positive lift. By tho use of consideralh
washout, such as is obtained with partial-eprm flaps,
it is po~ble not onIy to reduce the value of this momont
but also to make it slightly negative for low wing lift
CoefEcient&l.

As was the case with C% and C%, the value of C,,
for the entire airplane is duo almost wholly to the
wings because the side area of the airplane contributes
relatively little moment as compared with tho wings
in curvilinear flight.
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YAWING MOMENT DUE TO YAWING

A part of the wing yawing moment due to yawing
results from the change in the induced-drag distribution
fiat accompanies the clmnge in tho M. distribution
~cross the span of a yawing wing. The rest of tbo
yawing moment is due to the differcnm in the distribu-
tion of profile drag rewdting from tho variation iu
velocity along the span. Both parts, however, pro-
Juce damping moments in the unstalled-flight range.

The part of the wing yawing moment duo to tho
induced drag is d~ed by the equation

rhera the derivative C,f may be obtained from figure 12
for certain types of angle-of-attack distribution. Tho
]pecial distributions for which the derivatives of ilgure
[2 apply are both uniform and s.ymmetricrd about the
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wing center line. Such distributions occur onIy when
partial-pan flaps of constant-chord mtio are de&ted,
the rest of the span being at zero angle of attack. This
limitation in the applicabdity of these curves as com-
pared with the previous ones is due to the fact that the
principle of superposition does not apply in cases where
the variation is not Iinear with a. The computed
results may, however, be used to determine the varia-
tion of C., for the most useful case, namely, that of a
wing without twist. For this purpose, the proper
values of C=,/& obtained from figure 13, which is a cross
plot of the end points of figure 12, me multiplied by the
square of the actual angle of attack.

The part of the yawing moment due to the prd.le
drag can be determined from the easily derived equation

b

where c% and c are functions of the distance y along the
span. It is possible, by assuming c% constant and by
neglecting terms of the second order, to obtain a coef-
ficient AC., that may be used with the equation

(13)

to compute the part of the yawing moment due to the

profle drag. The values of the profde yawing mo-

ment, as given by equation (13), are sufEckntly

accurate for most wings since C60generally varies onIy
slightly across the span. The variation of the coef-
ficient AC~C% with taper ratio is given in figure 14.

The total wing yawing moment due to yawing is the
sum of the moments given by equations (11) and (13).
At low lift cmfiicients, the profle drag contributes the
greater portion of the wing damping moment in yawing.
At moderate or high lift coefficients, however, the part

due to the induced drag exceeds that due to the protie
drag. If it is assumed that a=O.3 and C%= O.O1,then
the respective vahms of C*, and ACZ, would be 0.0522
and 0.0031 for a rectangular wing of aspect ratio 6.

The damping moment contributed by the wings in
yawing motion is, in most cases, secondary but is not

Resulfingungfe-of-affuckdkfribufiw

FIWBE15.–EEwt O(Lmgnk dihedralon skMIP.

negligible with respect to the damping moment con-
tributed by the fuselage and the vert.icd td surfaces.
The damping in yawing due to the wings depends upon
tie angle of attack as well as upon the plan form;
therefore the reIative amounts contributed by the
wings and td surfaces may vary considerably.

Although it was not poasible to give a general chart
for det ermining the damping in yawing for symmetric-
ally twisted wingg as was done with the previous deriva-
tives, it can nevertheless be said that the addition of
Load toward the tips, whether by vmshin or by an
increase in taper ratio, wouId increase the wing damping
moment due to a yavzing angular velocity.

The manner in which the changes in angle of attack
that cause a rding moment are brought about during
a sidealipping motion is shown in &re 15 by a sketch
of a wing having positi~ej negative, and zero dihedraI

over various portions of the span. For simplicity, the
wing is assumed to have no initiaI twist and the dihedral
angles are assumed constant o~.er each of the portions
A, B, and C. For small anglm of sidedip B, the in-
crease in ang~e at tip A is, to a fit approximation,
equaI to rd; whereas, at the opposite tip A’, there is

m equal decrease of the angle of attack. The portions
B—B’, having no dihedral, contribute no change in angle
Dfattack when the whg is sideshpping. At the center,

—
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however, owing to the negative angle of dihedral rc,
there is an effective decrease in angle of attack over
partt C equal to I’d and on C’ there is a similar increase
in angle. Figure 15 shows the resulting effective
angle-of-attack distribution for the particular shape of
dihedral assumed.

The effect of this distribution is similar to that caused
by two pairs of ailerona equally and oppositely deflected
with the inner pnir opposing the rolhng action of
those at the tip. Positive areas of dihedral on the
advancing wing tend ta add load onto that wing. For
the system of axes chosen, all areas with positive
dihedral produce a negative rolling moment with a
positive angle of sideslip, This moment, like the rolling
moment due to rcdl, is independent of the initial wing
twist as long as no-portion of the wing becomes stalled.

The rolling-moment derivative due to sideslip C%
may be determined from figure 16, which gives the
variation of C#r for various unit tmtisymmetrical
angle-of-attack distributions (i. e., symmetrical portions
with constant dihedral) that extend out from the wing
center and cover various relative amounts of the wing
semispan. In the usual case, where the dihedral
angle r is constant along each semispan, the value of
the rolling moment due to a sideslip angle p can be
obtained from the equation

&,,z~,= C@@ (14)

where the appropriate valu% of Cb/I’, obtained from
figure 16 at the relative distance equal to 1.0, are multi-
plied by the dihedral angle in radians. In more
unusual cases as, for example, where only the tips ere
turned up or where the wing is given a gull shape for
any reason, it is still possible to determine a coticient
of rolling moment due to sideslip simply by adding the
effects of the various parts in the. way previously de-
scribed. Thus, for the wing shown in fignre 15, let
A=6, k= 1.0, I’d and I’C=O.l radian and assume that
it is desired to find the proper value of C+ to use in
equation (14). The part due to the tip portions A—A’
is Al (from fig. 16 (a)) X rA=0.195 X 0.1=0.0195.
The pnrt due to the center portions C—C’ is ASX r==
0.065X0.1=0.0065. The redting value of C% to
be used in equation (14) is thus 0.0130. The extension
of this method to a curvilinear variation of r along
the span may be easily made by plotting the values of
r at each point of the span and using the method given
in a previous section for integrating for the total effect,

The results of figure 16 indicate that equivalent
angle-of-attack changes caused by unit lengths of
dihedral portion near six-tenths of the relative distance
from the center are, in general, slightly more effective
in producing rolling moment thm. unit lengths of di-
hedral at the tips. Such a result is due partly to the
fact that the load curves near the tips are rounded and
partly to the fact that, for the tapered wings, the Iarger
areas affected by lengths of dihedral near the 0.6 point
tend to compensate for the shorter moment arms
through which the change in loading acts.
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Although, during a sideslipping motion, positive
dihedral produces a righting moment, a similar though
generalIy smaller s&t may aIso be produced by the
addition of verticaI area above the longitudinal wind
axis. Also, on account of interference eilects, the
proportion of the airplane rolling moment contributed
by the wings may ~ary considerably with the external
appearance .of the a.iqdane.

It is usually considered, in practice, that a straight
wing will have some dihedral effect., but tests of wings
with well-rounded tips (reference 5) do not support this
view. @ cases of wings with blunt tips or in cases
where chords of the sections near the tip do not Iie in
one p~ane, some dihedrd action is shown.

.5 I I I I I I 1/ I 1

““l-t-t

Exfemt of utit qle of a7heckai

Fmmm 17.—ComparfsrmImtweenemerfmentaland mmputed tines of G@ (ex-
Mrhnental data fromreferenm5).

Figure 17 shows a comparison of e.xperimentrd and
computed -dues of C@’. The experimental values

have been obtained from figure 23 of reference 5 and the
coefficients given therein have been converted to the
form used in this report. In the tests reported in
reference 5, a rounded-tip rectangular wing of aspect
ratio 6 was given various lengths of dihedral by turning
up the outer portions of the wing. Each wing was then
tested throughout the angle-of-attack range for various
sidedip and dihedral angles.

It will ha-re been apparent from the preceding dis-
cussion that the results of figure 16 may also be applied
to predict the rolling moment caused by an aileron
deflection in unyawed flight since ailerons, equally and
oppositely deflected, cause changes in the angk-of-
attack distribution that are simdar to the chang~
caused by dihedral. Strictly speating, howeverz the
change in angle of attack due to dihedral cannot have
quite the same effect as a similar change produced by
aiIerons because the ordinary lifting-line theory, when
applied to yawed or sweptback wings, omits the effect
of the sta=~er of the traiI& vortices and the inclination
of the bound vortex Although the present theory has
not been mod.ifled to take this effect into account, there

u J .2 .3
F@ w aileron&o.@/ wing Ci&rd

FIGW lS.-Varfatfon ofk with MMOofRapor afleronchordto wfngohord.

is ample justification for omitting it in the computa-
tions as experiments indicate only second+rder differ-
ences (see reference 5) for the usual angles of yaw and
s~eepback.

For the computation of the rolling moment due to an
aileron deflection 6, the appropriate ~alue of Clt to be

inserted in the equation

Lmik,on.=c#@b (15]

.-

may also be found from @u.re 16. The derivative Cr~
is g-ken as a ratio in terms of k, the theoretical chagge
of a with afleron deflection. Although the value of k
has been theoretically determined for thin wings, it is
better to use vahes of ii determined from an analysis
of experimental data. For this purpose, figure 18 is
included, which shows the variation of k for values of
the ratio of aileron or flap chord to wing chord up to
0.3. This variation of k has previously been given in
figure 11 of reference 6 andhokls for seakd flaps deflected ___
up to appro.ximately 20°.
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If the angle-of-atttick change caused by deflecting
the ailerons is antisymmetrical about the wing center
line, the proper value of C~6to be used with equation
(16) (for the rolling moment onIy) can be found by an

integration or summation of the effects of elemental
aiIerons of various lengths and positions rdong tho span
as indicated in figure 19 (a), The values of CIJk am
obtained from figure 16 for the wing plan form uscdi
If the ailerons are differentially oporated, then it may
be better to divide the ordirmtm of figure 16 by 2 ml
to determine the value of the moment given by each
aiIeron as indicated in figure 19 (b). ,

YAWING MOMENT DUE TO SIDESLIP

The yawing moment of a wing with dihedral in sidc-
slipping motion may be conveniently divided into two
parts, the first part being due to tho unsymmetrical
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induced-drag distribution owr the span and the second
part due b a shift of the lift vectors acting so as to pro-
duce a moment about the vertical axis. Figure 20 illus-
trates the components of t-he section Iift and drag
vectms that produce yawing moments. The advanced
wing having the huger lift will also hare a larger induced
drag and hence a component moment is set up that tends
to turn the wing so as to reduce the sidedip; at the same
time, however, the contrary moment due to the com-
ponents of the Iift acte to advance the forward half of
the wing stilI more. AR vim the case with the yawing
derivative due to rolling, the moments caused by the lift
components predominate and, as a result, the net
theoretical moment is an unstable one; or, in other
words, with the system of as= chosen, a negative
yawing moment results when the dihechd and sidesIip
angles are positive.

The explanations advanced in some textbooks neglect
the inward slope of the lift vectors and Iead to an incor-
rect sign of the yawing moment.

The yawing moment in sideslip is given by the equa-
tion

N,id,,rtp= Cxfiflqsb (16)

The deri~ative CXBis @yen iq figure 21 as a ratio in

terms of ~cc because its value depends linearly upon the
mantitude of the product of these variables. The

“$
values of O r a have been computed for unit symmetri-

cal angle-of-attack distributions that extend out on
either side of the center line and cover 0.25, 0.50, 0.75,
and aII of the wing span. These curves may be used to
determine values of C,fl for any initial angle-of-attack

distribution symmetrical about the wing center Ike,
provided aIso that the angle of dihedral is constant
across the wing span. AIthough the rolling derivative
due to sickslip can be obtained (from& 16) for a cumi-
linear variation of dihedrd along the span, it is necessary
to stipulate that either a or 1? remain constant if the
principle of superposition is to be applied in the deter-
mination of C,p. The combination of variable syrumet-

ricaI twist and uniform dihedral being more common
than the converse, the computations were shortened by
including CUTVIMfor only the case of uniform dihedral.

The resultant value of C,fl (to be used in equation
(16)) is found by either an mtegmtion or a summation
of the efFects of sIements of angle of attack extending
along the span. The process to be followed where
graphical evahation is necessary has been illustrated
in figure 10, with the ordinates of ilgure 10 (a) changed
to r~. The ordinates and abscissas of the remaining
parts are to be changed as required. For untwisted
wings with uniform dihedral, the value of c~r a is
obtained by muhipIying the value read at a relative
distance of 1.0 by the wing angle of attack and, in
turn, by the dihedraI angle.

The curves of figure 21 being generally steeper be-
yond the 0.5 point, the deduction of increments of

angle of attack at the tip, i. e., giving the wing wash-
out, would be the simplest means of decreasing the
nnstable yawing moment caused by the wings in a

..—

sidedipping motion.
Although the predicted variation of the yawing .-. —

moment with dihedraI is confirmed, experiments show
a residual stable yawing moment at zero dihedral that
is not predicted by the ordinary theory. This residual
moment is greater for wings with bhmt tips and is
greater at zero or negative lifts. It will be noted that

.,—

the theoretical yawing moment is ihelf the small re-
suhant of two large contrmy eiTects and is thus of the
same order as a number of possible seconda~ irdluenca.

LANGLEY MEMOBML &RONAUTICAL LABORATORY,
hT~TIONAL&msoRY COMWTTEEIFOE AERONAUTICS,

LANGLEYFIELD, VA., Apm”l 19, 1938.
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